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CONTRACT LETTER
Dear SRPA Applicant:
Thank you for applying for participation in Civil Air Patrol’s Green Flag program. I would like to share some
information about what we do, and request an acknowledgement from you regarding the commitment expected.

This program supports two major customers. First is the U.S. military. Because of limitations imposed on operating
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) within the United States, Civil Air Patrol developed a Surrogate RPA program. Our
Cessna aircraft have been modified to transmit the same information to ground stations that Predators and Reapers
send.
 Instead of being remotely piloted, our surrogate RPAs have a live crew on board which are trained to the same
standards as the crews controlling real RPA[s] in combat. From the perspective of the military ground personnel
which we are being utilized to train, we function exactly like the real RPAs they will be using in Iraq and Afghanistan.
We gather intelligence, simulate weapons delivery, and interact with other air and ground assets.
Our second customer is virtually all disaster response agencies in the U.S. Our aircraft can transmit full motion video
in both color and infrared to ground locations. This video can then be used by emergency response planners to
allocate assets as needed for rescue or recovery.
We currently support over two-dozen events per year, twenty of which are Green Flag exercises that are held at
military bases in Louisiana and California. CAP aircrews stay at facilities near these locations for approximately ten
days. They receive refresher training, and then participate in the exercise itself. Besides us, a typical Green Flag

integrates up to 5,000 ground personnel with Air Force aircraft and, in some cases, aircraft from other nations. Only
highly qualified personnel are selected for training. Superior aircrew coordination skills cannot be overemphasized.
Our three aircrew positions are Mission Pilot, Mission Coordinator and Sensor Operator. The MP focuses on flight
precision, safety and ATC communications. The MC navigates and handles military communications. The SO
operates the sensors (camera equipment), locating targets and recording the flight. If selected, you will be scheduled
for approximately one week of training, most likely for the SO position – although our needs and your background
may alter that. Much of our flying is at night, in mountainous terrain, often with actual instrument conditions enroute.
Additionally, we face complicated tactical situations, including maneuvering where live weapons are being delivered.
Because of our intense interface with the military, previous military experience is invaluable. Note that many
additional staff skills are needed during exercises. Be sure to include all qualifications you have in CAP search
mission support on your application.
Again, please note that each exercise requires approximately ten days on location. The expectation is for you to
participate at least three times a year after you complete training. If you cannot commit this much time, please do not
apply. We depend on this level of participation to keep crews current and keep our crew force a manageable size.
This is a volunteer program, but while you are deployed, your hotel room is provided and you will receive the DOD per
diem reimbursement which has been established for each location. Travel to and from location is also provided.



This is an exciting and challenging opportunity. We hope you can join us. Please sign the statement below and
include this “Contract Letter” with your application.



Very Respectfully,

Lt Col Stuart R. Boyd (CAP)
Commander - SRPA

I have read this letter and agree to participate in at least three exercises each year.
__________________________________
APPLICANT NAME

________________________________
SIGNATURE

_________________
DATE

